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For Immediate Release 

 

NEW ELLENTON’S NEW EARTHY EVENTS 

 

Earth Day has been celebrated since the early 1970s, but the activities taking 

place at New Ellenton Middle School next Tuesday, April 21 from 11:45 a.m.-1:15 

p.m. bring a whole new “mess” of ideas to this yearly awareness and 

celebration.   

 

Ms. Janice Grathen, the school’s media specialist and an earthy girl herself, 

precluded next week’s Earth Day event by reinforcing the greenhouse effect 

students recently studied in an instructional unit, and showing video clips on 

global warming and polar bears in distress. 

 

“My kids are pretty revved up about Earth Day,” Ms. Grathen said. “They saw a 

video of polar bears trying to stay alive under global warming conditions and 

they want to do their part to save them.” 

 

This week, students signed pledge cards, vowing to make small changes to, as 

New Ellenton’s Earth Day theme suggests, “Save the Earth, Save Us.” On 

Tuesday, they’ll participate in a fundraiser to support their effort to adopt 

acreage in the Central Appalachians located in South Carolina.   

 

While studying global warming, students learned that one way to combat the 

greenhouse effect is to plant or preserve trees, which absorb carbon dioxide 

and other pollutants, store carbon and emit pure oxygen. “Adopting acreage in 

the Central Appalachians in the region located in our state makes it relevant for 

our school community,” said Ms. Grathen.   

 

Ms. Grathen knows that saving the earth isn’t always clean and easy. Tuesday’s 

Fundraiser “Teacher Torment,” invites students to pay $2 to participate in various 

messy acts like squirting her with ketchup, mustard, colored water or whipped 

cream. All funds raised will be used to “Save the Earth, Save Us,” by adopting 

acreage ($25/acre) in the South Carolina portion of the Central Appalachians. 
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